Student Paper: Real Estate Today Features

Your text book has many great features titled “Real Estate Today.” Pages xiii to xv provides a Table of Contents for all Real Estate Today Features. These features:

- provide a profile of practicing real estate professionals,
- explain or highlights a legal aspect of real estate,
- provides a close-up of a specific real estate topic, or
- develop a case study to help explain a real estate concept.

Your assignment is to pick a real estate related topic that is of particular interest to you and write a Real Estate Today style paper on your topic. Ideally, the topic should have some local focus (for example, North Texas, Dallas, Fort Worth, Arlington, or your own neighborhood). Sources of information for your paper may include:

- newspaper articles,
- magazine or journal articles,
- personal interviews,
- internet,
- your text book-as a reference-(do NOT simply copy or mimic an existing Real Estate Today Feature), and
- other sources.

Please list your sources at the end of the paper so they can be verified (better yet, make photo copies of your sources and attach them to the paper as an addendum). There is no required length, however, I would estimate that you would need two to three pages to thoroughly explain your topic. Also, please no papers over three pages. Type and proofread all papers. Deductions will be made for grammar and spelling mistakes (I would recommend using the writing center).